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Presentation	title:	 “Architectural and Theatrical Lighting: an exploration of the 
relationship”	

The poster presents a comprehensive comparative research on architectural and theatrical 
lighting. Its aim is the enrichment of the lighting design compositional process through the 
understanding of the two lighting approaches.  

In the first part, the relationship between architectural and theatrical lighting is analyzed, 
exploring in depth the conditions and basic principles (scope, objectives, functions, 
methods) governing the two lighting approaches. Furthermore, the distinction and 
differentiation between the two, in the process of composition is examined, seeking to 
establish the extents of their common creative basis. Particular reference is made to the 
work of Richard Kelly, who having started as a theatrical lighting designer dealt also with 
architectural lighting, highlighting some of the most emblematic buildings of the Modern 
movement. Furthermore, the qualitative differences between theatrical and architectural 
lighting are considered: the master plan (fixed stage area versus real life architectural 
space), illumination goals (generation of appropriate atmosphere versus the facilitation of 
functionality), viewing position (fixed versus moving observation point), design background 
(lack of ambient lighting / «blackout» state versus ambient luminescence), as well as 
lighting variations and temporality issues. 

Concluding, the results are presented as potential directions to modern lighting designers 
key concerns. Troubling questions such as «Is there a relationship of any kind between 
theatrical and architectural lighting design approaches despite their differences?» («may 
they coexist»?) or «In which way could theatrical lighting permeate into architecture?», or 
«how the creation of atmosphere is related to spatial experience?», is attempted to be 
presented in their full extent and complexity from the point of view of both approaches. 
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CV: 	

Katerina Skalkou is an architect (Dipl.- Eng), graduated from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 
(2002, Hons). She holds a Masters Degree (MPhil) in ‘Design-Space-Culture’ from the National 
Technical University of Athens (2004, Hons) and a Master of Arts (MA) in Lighting Design at 
Hellenic Open University (2015, Hons). 

She attended Erasmus Intensive Program ''LiDe2: Lighting Design State of the Art & new 
trends'' held in Porto (Porto, 06.23.2014 - 07.04.2014) and Lighting training school on Light 
Pollution "LiDe3: Lighting Design State of the Art & new trends'' held in Berlin (Berlin, 
05.10.2015 - 10.10.2015). 
Member of the Technical Chamber of Greece since 2002, member of the Hellenic Institute of 
Architects and founding member of Hellenic Lighting Association (HELIA). Also, holds an 
Expertise Certificate B Grade in category 6 (General Architectural Design) & category 7 
(Special Architectural Design). 
She works as a self-employed architect with special interest in: interior design, lighting design 
and exhibition design (she participated as a special assistant in the design of the 11th "Biennale 
of Young Creators of Europe" held in Athens, 6-15/06/2003). At the same time, she 
collaborates with major architectural firms in Greece. In particular, from 2002 to 2011 she 
worked for G-P Architects (Athens) and from 2014 till now she works for Bobotis + Bobotis 
Architects (Athens), as a Senior Architect, Project Manager and Project Coordinator.  
She is a collaborative researcher at the "Space, Aesthetics, Sustainability" lab, based in the 
Department of Interior Architecture, Decoration and Design of Objects, of the "Faculty of Fine 
Arts and Design" at Athens University of Applied Sciences. 
Part of her research work within the Postgraduate course: ‘Technologies & architecture: views 
of translocality’, was published in the "Architects" magazine (issue 41, September-October 
2003) and was appeared in a poster at the conference on 'Tales of the Disappearing computer' 
(Santorini, 1-4 June 2003). 
In collaboration with Sinou Maro, she participated in the Scientific Conference "Aesthetics in 
the New Digital Reality" (28 May 2016, Athens) with the paper "Projections in the city: At the 
crossroads of physical and virtual space". 
She has taken part in architectural competitions and has won an Acquisition in the ‘National 
Architectural Competition for Ideas on: Restoration study of Eastern coastal front of 
Hersonissos Harbor', in collaboration with Nicoletta Lahana and Narina Souvatzidis. 
Two of her works were exposed in the ''Biennale Design 2000'' exhibition, Saint-Etienne, 
France (''The antisocial vest, ''Empty Cone'') whlie in 2012 she participated in the 7th Biennale 
for young Greek Architects, held in Athens, with the Restoration study of Eastern coastal front 
of Hersonissos Harbor. 

	


